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The Big Fail Part III: Hiring—
Then Firing—as Bar Pass
Rates Sink
The recruiting advantages held by Big Law mean that record-low bar
pass rates are a ecting small rms and public sector organizations the
most.
By Scott Flaherty | April 28, 2019

Molly Wescott, Jonathan Littrell and Brian Jackson.
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It’s the little guy taking the biggest hit from record-low bar pass rates.
Because of Big Law’s tendency to hire from elite law schools that have for the most
part maintained steady bar-pass rates, those rms have largely escaped the impact
of the growing percentage of exam failures over the past ve years.
But the reality is di erent for smaller rms and public sector employers that hire
from a wider pool of law schools and can little a ord to hold jobs open for graduates
who unk the bar.
Some 29,045 people failed the bar exam in 2017, which is 41 percent of those who
sat for the exam, according to the National Conference of Bar Examiners. (Fewer
than a third of bar takers failed in 2013.) And while it’s uncertain how many of them
were headed into Big Law, it is clear that those jobs represent a narrow slice of
entry-level legal employment. Just 13 percent of 2017 J.D. graduates went to law
rms of 500 or more lawyers, data from the National Association for Law Placement
shows.
By contrast, 24 percent of 2017 graduates went into jobs at rms of 50 or fewer
attorneys—the employers hit hardest by declining bar pass rates. As a result, lower
pass rates are creating hiring headaches for the smaller employers that can least
a ord additional recruiting challenges.

Read earlier installments of Law.com’s The Big Fail series that address the
reasons (https://www.law.com/2019/04/14/the-big-fail-why-bar-pass-rateshave-sunk-to-record-lows/) for record-low bar pass rates and how law schools
are trying to x the problem (https://www.law.com/2019/04/21/the-big-failpart-ii-law-schools-try-to-crawl-back-from-low-bar-pass-rates/).
“We know enough about what has happened to the bar pass rate across all
jurisdictions to know that it’s having some impact on employers,” said National
Association for Law Placement executive director James Leipold, who cautioned that
no research has been conducted to gauge the extent of that impact.
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But anecdotal evidence indicates that some legal employers, both in and out of Big
Law, have retooled their recruiting e orts and bar exam policies to account for the
chance that a new hire won’t make the cut.
Jonathan Littrell, managing partner of Raines Feldman, a 50-lawyer rm based in Los
Angeles, said his rm has formalized its approach to hiring junior lawyers partly
because of trends in California—a state that has seen a 14-percentage point drop in
its rst-time pass rate over the past ve years.
While his rm didn’t previously have much concern about the issue, he explained, it
has recently crafted a policy for dealing with recent law school
graduates who come to the rm—even from top schools—but
end up failing the exam.
“We’ve actually had to come up with a policy, because we’ve had
it pop up more often than in the past,” he said.
At Raines Feldman, he said, recent graduates typically start at the rm as law clerks
until they receive their bar exam results. If they don’t pass on the rst go, the rm
will allow them to take an additional period of leave—without pay—to study for and
retake the exam. Raines Feldman will cut ties with an aspiring lawyer, however, if he
or she fails a second time.
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Part of the thinking behind that policy stems from the costs a smaller private rm
assumes when it hires a recent law school graduate, Littrell said. As a general rule of
thumb, he added, it takes new associates two or three years of training and
mentorship before they start adding value to the rm’s bottom line.
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For a smaller rm, two or three years of an associate’s salary alone can be a hefty
investment, said Brian Jackson, chairman of McNees Wallace & Nurick, a central
Pennsylvania-based rm with more than 120 lawyers. If an incoming hire doesn’t
pass the bar until a second or later attempt, it stretches even further the amount of
time until the person becomes a net gain for a rm’s bottom line.
Jackson said that at McNees Wallace it has been more than a decade since an
incoming associate failed the bar exam. He attributes that record to the rm’s
position as one of the largest in the region, which means it can recruit from the tops
of law school classes.
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Jackson recognizes that his rm is in an advantageous position compared with some
of its smaller counterparts when a new hire fails to pass the bar exam.
“When you’ve got a hundred-plus attorneys you can absorb that loss of productivity.”
Typically, incoming hires at large rms have two or maybe three chances to pass the
bar exam before they’re shown the door, according to Janet Stanton, partner at the
legal consultancy Adam Smith Esq. After an initial failure, any leave that the aspiring
lawyer takes from a Big Law rm would likely be unpaid.
Leipold said that some large law rms are investing more heavily in bar preparation
courses for incoming associates—both those taking the exam for the rst time and
retakers—after experiencing an uptick in new recruits failing. Firms spend a
signi cant amount of money recruiting and training new associates, thus they have a
vested interest in their bar exam success, he added.
While large rms and some smaller ones may be able hang on to law grads until
they pass the bar and get up to speed, that leeway tends to be absent at many
public interest or public sector legal employers, said Molly Wescott, assistant dean
for career and professional development at the University of San Diego School of
Law.
“If they’re hiring someone, they need to be ready to go into court,” Wescott said of
small public sector and public interest employers. She added, “They want those
people to be representing the client. Their resources are more limited.”
About 18 percent of 2017 law graduates ended up in government or public sector
law jobs after graduation, with another 11 percent in judicial clerkships. Many
government and public interest employers, along with small rms, simply wait until
candidates have already passed the bar to consider hiring them to avoid the
potential problem of bar failure altogether, Leipold noted.
In fact, the increase in people failing the bar may actually be pushing down the
overall entry-level legal employment rate, which is calculated as of 10 months after
graduation, because a higher percentage of recent law graduates aren’t in the
running for those jobs until they pass, Leipold said.
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“Rather than small and medium-sized and public sector employees having to deal
with people they have hired and then fail the bar, they just don’t hire them until they
get the bar license,” he said. “So I do think some of the depressed employment rate
is a result of this depressed bar passage rate.”

Additional reporting by Karen Sloan. Data collection by Ben Hancock. Charts by Dave
Palmer.
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